Sapna Strategies, LLC. Board Recruitment Commitment to Racial Equity:
“We, the board of __________, recognize that:
•

Like the nonprofit sector as a whole, we have an over-representation of members who are least impacted by the
injustices our mission strives to change (i.e. we have a majority middle-to-upper class white board members).

•

Systemic bias influences people’s access to rooms of power, and the decisions that are made in those rooms
subsequently impact/compound their ability to survive and thrive.

•

There is power in this board room, and very few board positions become available each year, and board terms can
run from ___ to ____ consecutive years, which means recruitment must be highly intentional and future-focused.

•

Therefore, as part of our boards’ effort to actively center racial equity in our mission:
• We commit to focusing our recruitment efforts to identifying and attracting Black, Indigenous/Tribal,
Latinx board members who represent the communities most impacted by the injustice our mission
works to combat.
• Because the rate of board turnover is much slower than the rate of injustice in the daily lives of our
community members and we must make changes now to meet our mission, we further commit to not
recruiting any more white board members until our board appropriately represents the communities
we strive to serve.
• To support this turnover rate, as board term limits arise we will review the contributions of each board
member towards our mission and racial justice goals before we automatically renew board
membership.
• We will hold all of our board members, current and future, white and BIPOC, accountable to identifying
and uprooting these inequities from the structures of our board that perpetuate racial injustice. This
entails adopting processes to amplify the voices of board members of color whose lives are most
impacted by the racism we are trying to uproot, as well as allocating resources for white board members
to hone their ally-ship skills to this amplification and actively bring along other white stakeholders.

•

Perspectives of those most impacted by the injustice we seek to uproot are the primary voice we are currently
lacking on our board, but we recognize there are additional experiences/skills we need in order to sustain our
work long-term. To that end, we will seek out those BIPOC board members who also have expertise/applied
experience in:
• Fundraising
• Human Resources
• Policy
• Etc.

•

That said, we recognize that many of these fields are highly white dominated, so we must be very deliberate and
persistent in our search, demonstrating to these recruits through our policies and actions that they will have voice
on this board to make change, that they will be supported to speak and be heard.”

